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Abstract Being widely accepted by industries and acade-

mia, Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is the

de facto standard for business process modeling. However,

the large number of notation elements it introduces makes

its use quite complex. This work investigates the usage of

the BPMN notation by analyzing 54,500 models harvested

from seven online collections. The study considers differ-

ent model types introduced by the standard, such as process

collaboration, choreography, and conversation. The anal-

yses focus on the syntactic dimension of BPMN, investi-

gating the usage of BPMN elements and their

combinations. Syntactic violations of the standard, and of

good modeling practices, are also investigated as well as

possible relations with BPMN elements and modeling

tools. The results of the study can guide further activities of

educators, practitioners, researchers, and standardization

bodies.

Keywords BPMN � Process models � Notation usage �
Syntactic errors � Modeling practices

1 Introduction

Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) was pro-

posed by the Business Process Modeling Initiative in 2004.

Since 2013 it has been recognized as a standard1 and has

been consistently maintained by the Object Management

Group. In this study, we focus on version 2.0 of the nota-

tion2 and we use the term BPMN to refer to this version.

BPMN holds the promise of providing a standardized

lingua franca easily understood by all business stake-

holders (e.g., business analysts, technical developers, and

business managers) involved in the design, implementa-

tion, monitoring, and management of the processes (Bork

et al. 2020; Genon et al. 2010; Recker et al. 2009). In

particular, the adoption of BPMN has been successful

thanks to its intuitive graphical nature, which fosters the

understanding of business processes by all the involved

stakeholders. Moreover, the availability of supporting tools

on the market positively influenced BPMN adoption.3

If on one side the intuitive graphical nature of BPMN

makes it easy to start with, on the other side the huge

amount of notation elements makes it challenging to

master. BPMN includes over two hundred distinct graphi-

cal notation elements (see Sect. 2 for more details). As a

result, several BPMN models present modeling issues, such

as syntactic errors, poor understandability, etc. In such a

setting, inspired by studies conducted on other standard

notations such as UML (Dobing and Parsons 2006; Petre

2013), we want to shed light on how BPMN notation is

used in practice.

To guide our study, we defined four research questions.

• RQ1. How many and which notation elements are used

to design BPMN models?

• RQ2. Which BPMN elements are used in combination?
Accepted after 3 revisions by Jan Mendling.
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• RQ3. Which syntactical errors occur more frequently,

and how are they related to BPMN elements and

modeling tools?

• RQ4. Which good modeling practices are violated, and

how are they related to specific BPMN elements and

modeling tools?

To answer those questions, we first retrieved a set of

54,500 models from seven online BPMN collections,

including Process Collaboration, Choreography, and

Conversation models, and then conducted an empirical

analysis of such models. In this paper, for presentation

purposes, we focus on reporting only the main data and

results that contribute to answering the identified research

questions. Additional materials, including all the data and

the analysis results, are available online.4

Our work differs from previous studies in the field such

as zur Muehlen and Recker (2013); Compagnucci et al.

(2021) by: (i) considering a broader collection of models,

(ii) analyzing different types of models such as process

collaborations, choreographies, and conversations, (iii)

investigating relations between syntactic errors and both

elements and modeling tools. (iv) investigating relations

between good modeling practices and both elements and

modeling tools; (v) making available both data and tools

used to conduct our study. The overall results of our study

could be used to guide: educators in tailoring their teaching

activities, practitioners in the use of the notation,

researchers towards novel findings, and standardization

bodies on future releases of the standard.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents background knowledge regarding BPMN. Sec-

tion 3 describes all the steps adopted for conducting this

research. Section 4 reports the results of the various anal-

yses we conducted. Section 5 discusses the obtained

results. Section 6 presents a comparison of our study with

related works. Section 7 describes the implications of the

study providing indications for further research activities.

Section 8 reports on some limitations of our study. Finally,

Sect. 9 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2 Background

In this section, we give background information about

BPMN elements, types of models, and available BPMN

model collections.

2.1 BPMN Core and Extended Sets

The BPMN notation includes a core set of elements as

reported in Fig. 1. These elements can be grouped in flow

objects, connecting objects, swimlanes, and artifacts. The

interested reader can refer to the official BPMN specifi-

cation5 for an exhaustive description.

The elements can be enriched with symbols (markers) to

represent additional information. Markers are shown at the

top left corner, or at the bottom center, of the element.

Figure 2 depicts a task with different combinations of

markers (e.g., service, parallel multiple instance, compen-

sation, loop). By treating each element with a unique

combination of markers as separate elements, the maxi-

mum number of BPMN elements that can be detected is

267. This number corresponds to the theoretical com-

plexity of the notation ( Erickson and Siau (2004)), and it

tells us that for designing a BPMN model we could use up

to 267 different graphical elements.

While the size of a model corresponds to the total

number of elements present in the model, the practical

complexity refers to the number of different types of ele-

ments used ( Erickson and Siau (2007), Siau et al. (2005)).

As an example, a model that presents one start event, one

activity, one end event, and two sequence flows connecting

the elements has a model size of five, since the total

amount of elements is five, but a practical complexity of

four, since it uses four different types of elements.

2.2 BPMN Models

A relevant aspect of the BPMN standard refers to the

adoption of different model types such as: process, col-

laboration, choreography, and conversation. A process

model describes how a single participant works, a collab-

oration model describes how multiple participants work

and interact with each other, a choreography model

describes the exchange of information between partici-

pants, and a conversation model provides a high-level

representation of groups of messages (conversations)

transmitted between process participants. To be more

specific, of the 267 BPMN elements that are included in the

standard, 242 can be used to design process models, 244

elements can be used to design collaboration models, 91

for choreography models, and 11 for conversation models.

Those numbers correspond to the theoretical complexity of

the different models.

Some elements are common in all types of models while

others are specific to the type of models (e.g., choreography

activity and conversation link are specific to choreography

4 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10l6QBXVEs_jZ0vQ6o2oQl

WyqesHSJqfL, accessed 9 Mar 2023.

5 https://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/PDF, accessed 09 March

2023.
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and conversation respectively). In addition, since the set of

notation elements used for single processes is entirely

included in that of collaborations6, in the rest of the study

we will group processes and collaborations into a com-

bined category ‘‘process collaboration’’. Figure 3 shows an

example of a business process collaboration while Figs. 4

and 5 report the corresponding choreography and conver-

sation models.

The standard admits the possibility to combine elements

of different models leading to the design of combined

models (e.g., choreography elements can be combined with

process elements, see pp. 363–364 of the BPMN specifi-

cation7). This can impact the practical complexity of the

models. It is also noteworthy that BPMN offers the

capability to extend the notation by introducing changes to

the already available elements by adding new graphical

symbols, thus leading to an increase in the notation’s the-

oretical complexity.

2.3 BPMN Model Collections

For conducting our study we identified seven BPMN

collections from which we harvested models. Table 1

presents a summary of the repositories that have been

considered.

The BIT process library collection8 is composed of 850

models that have been made available to researchers by the

IBM group for the definition and validation of an approach

for checking business process properties (Fahland et al.

2009). The Camunda BPMN collection9 includes 3739

Fig. 1 Core set of BPMN elements (The Object Management Group 2011)

Fig. 2 Different definitions of the task element

6 The graphical notation for designing collaborations includes also

message flows and a message icon that are not present in the notation

for designing single processes.
7 BPMN specification: https://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/PDF,

accessed 09 March 2023.

8 http://www.zurich.ibm.com/csc/bit, accessed 09 March 2023.
9 https://github.com/camunda/bpmn-for-research, accessed 9 Mar

2023.
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models created during BPMN training sessions. The eCH-

BPM collection10 is composed of 117 models designed

involving BPM specialists and people working in Swiss

public municipalities and federal agencies. The GenMy-

Model collection11 includes 12,172 models derived

from the GenMyModel platform. The GitHub collection12

is composed of 17,314 models publicly available on

GitHub that have been retrieved from a systematic mining

approach (Heinze et al. 2020). The RePROSitory collec-

tion13 consists of 593 models that have been uploaded on

the RePROSitory platform (Corradini et al. 2019). The

BPMAI collection14 includes 19,715 models mainly

derived from modeling activities carried out by students

within academic institutions and made available by the

BPM Academic Initiative.

Fig. 3 An example of process collaboration model

Fig. 4 An example of a choreography model

Fig. 5 An example of a conversation model

10 http://www.ech-bpm.ch/de/process-library, accessed 09 March

2023.
11 https://app.genmymodel.com/explore, accessed 09 March 2023.

12 https://github.com/ViktorStefanko/BPMN_Crawler, accessed 09

March 2023.
13 http://www.pros.unicam.it/reprository, accessed 09 March 2023.
14 https://zenodo.org/record/3758705, accessed 09 March 2023.
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3 Methods

To conduct our analysis, we harvested 54,500 BPMN

models from the collections introduced in Sect. 2. This

section describes the methodology we used to conduct the

study. We also describe the procedure for filtering out

duplicate models and models with zero elements. Finally,

we report on the type of analyses performed. Figure 6

shows an overview of the adopted methodology.

3.1 BPMN Model Inspection

In order to inspect the content of the model collections and

to extract information related to the BPMN elements used,

we developed and distributed an open-source java appli-

cation named BPMN Inspector. We report the source code

on a GitHub repository.15 BPMN Inspector can detect and

distinguish up to 267 graphical BPMN elements. The java

application takes as input a set of BPMN models (.bpmn)

and returns a comma-separated value file (.csv) containing

for each analyzed model: the type and amount of elements

present in the model, the model type (i.e., process collab-

oration, choreography, conversation), and the tool adopted

for the design of the BPMN models. We based the elements

detection on the XML tags defined in the BPMN 2.0

schema. As an example, the tag \bpmn : startEvent[
identifies the presence of a start event while the tag

\bpmn : task[ identifies the presence of a task element.

For detecting the modeling editor, the tool relies on the

value assigned to the ‘‘exporter’’ and ‘‘targetNamespace’’

attributes from the .bpmn file. As an example, to a model

that reports targetNamespace=‘‘http://bpmn.io/schema/

bpmn’’ and exporter=‘‘Camunda Modeler’’ we assign

Camunda as the modeling tool. If the exporter attribute is

present, we use it as the main indicator otherwise, we rely

on the targetNamespace attribute. If none of the two

attributes are present, we assign ‘‘undefined’’ to the mod-

eling tool in the.csv file.

3.2 BPMN Model Filtering

The filtering procedure allows for ensuring more truthful

analyses. It involves two operations: discarding empty and

duplicate models. Overall, from the initial set of 54,500

models, we removed 885 models with 0 elements through

the filtering procedure. To identify duplicates, we gener-

ated a string for each model composed of three different

information: (i) the number of occurrences of each element

present in a model; (ii) the size of the .bpmn model file

expressed in kilobytes; (iii) all the labels in the model.

Figure 7 provides an example of such a string. We then

checked for duplicated strings and removed the corre-

sponding duplicated models. We removed 13,929 models

resulting in a collection of 39,695 unique models.

The final set consisted of 38,863 process collaboration

models, 543 choreography models, and 289 conversation

models.

Table 1 Overview of harvested

models by repository
Models repositories Number of harvested models Models providers Models origin

BIT Process Library 850 IBM Group Industry

Camunda BPMN 3739 Camunda Company Training session

eCH-BPM 117 Swiss Government Public administration

GenMyModel BPMN 12;172 GenMyModel’s Users Mixed

GitHub BPMN 17;314 GitHub’s Users Mixed

RePROSitory BPMN 593 RePROSitory’s Users Mixed

BPMAI 19;715 BPM Academic Initiative Training session

Fig. 6 Graphical representation

of the adopted methodology

Fig. 7 An example of the string obtained from a model

15 https://anonymous.4open.science/r/BPMN-Analytics-Repository/

BPMNInspector, accessed 09 March 2023.
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3.3 Models and Elements Analysis

We conducted analyses based on the models derived from

the filtering procedure to address the proposed research

questions. Table 2 summarizes the analyses and the tool

used. We analyzed a subset of those models according to

the research questions. All the analyses were carried out on

each type of model (e.g., process collaboration, choreog-

raphy, and conversation) except for the analyses of the

RQ4 that were performed only over valid process collab-

oration due to the limitation of the tool we used to address

the research question.

RQ1 BPMN element usage To determine the number

and types of elements used, we first calculated the model

size, i.e., the number of elements used to design each

model and the number of occurrences of each of the 267

BPMN elements. To answer this question, we use the

BPMN Inspector tool. Then, we calculated the distribution

of BPMN elements over the analyzed models to discover

whether elements were used in all the models or never

used. Finally, we investigated the variety of BPMN ele-

ments over models, i.e., the number of different types of

BPMN elements used for designing a model (which we

also refer to as practical complexity).

RQ2 Combined use of BPMN elements We first checked

possible correlations among pairs of BPMN elements to

gather information about possible combinations, relying on

the Pearson correlation coefficient (q) (Benesty et al.

2009). To perform this analysis, BPMN Inspector relies on

a python script that we share on GitHub.16 Then we tar-

geted groups of elements. We started with the pair of

elements that are mostly used in combination, and then we

proceeded by adding the element most frequently used with

that combination, and so on. Since this type of analysis

requires at least two elements, we considered only models

with more than one element.

RQ3 BPMN syntactic validation To check whether the

collected models include syntactic errors, we compared

each model with the BPMN XML schema provided by the

OMG group.17 We conducted the analysis using a validator

we developed. The source code of the validator is reported

on GitHub.18 The validator detects whether a model is

syntactically valid; if not, it lists the errors. Then, BPMN

Inspector analyses the errors detected to check whether

they could be related to specific BPMN elements or the

modeling tools used to design the models. In particular, the

error messages specify the type of BPMN element

involved, making it possible to check if syntax errors are

associated with the element. An example of an error

message is cvc-complex-type.4: Attribute ‘‘sourceRef’’

must appear on element ‘‘bpmn2:sequenceFlow’’ which we

can clearly relate to the sequenceFlow element.

RQ4 BPMN good modeling practices To determine if

the models we collected violated established good model-

ing practices (Corradini et al. 2018a), we used a tool called

BEBoP19 (understandaBility vErifier for Business Process

models). BEBoP is a tool that verifies the understandability

of business process models, ensuring that they have been

designed according to established modeling practices. It

automatically checks whether a model is syntactically

Table 2 Analyses performed over BPMN models

Scope Analysis Tools

RQ1 element usage Number of BPMN elements used in a model BPMN Inspector

Occurrences of specific BPMN elements

Distribution of BPMN elements over models

Variety of BPMN elements over models

RQ2 Combined use of elements Correlation between pairs of BPMN elements BPMN Inspector

Combination frequency of BPMN elements

RQ3 BPMN Syntactic validation Syntactic errors in BPMN models BPMN Validator

BPMN element related syntactic errors BPMN Inspector

Modeling tools related syntactic errors

RQ4 BPMN Good modeling Violation of BPMN good modeling practices BEBoP

practices violations BPMN element related good modeling practices violations BPMN Inspector

Modeling tools related good modeling practices violations

16 https://anonymous.4open.science/r/BPMN-Analytics-Repository/

CorrelationbetweenpairsofBPMNelements/BPMNPearsonCorrela

tion.ipynb, accessed 09 March 2023.

17 https://wiki.xmldation.com, accessed 09 March 2023.
18 https://anonymous.4open.science/r/BPMN-Analytics-Repository/

BPMNValidator, accessed 09 March 2023.
19 BEBoP tool: https://pros.unicam.it/bebop, accessed 09 March

2023.
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correct and adheres to these practices. Then, we used

BPMN Inspector to investigate whether modeling practice

violations are related to specific BPMN elements or to the

modeling tools used for designing the models.

4 Results on BPMN Elements Analysis

This section reports the most significant results from the

analysis guided by the research questions. The interested

reader can find all the data and the analysis results online.20

4.1 BPMN Element Usage

Focusing on the BPMN element usage, we present the

analysis results on the number of BPMN elements in a

model, the occurrences of specific BPMN elements, and

the distribution and variety of elements over models.

Number of BPMN elements in a model Fig. 8 displays

the percentage of process collaboration, choreography, and

conversation models by size. The number of elements in

process collaborations ranges from 1 to 3310, with an

average of 32 and a median of 41. On average, choreog-

raphy models contain 26 elements, ranging from 2 to 159,

with a median of 24. Finally, conversation models typically

are composed of 17 elements, ranging from 2 to 129, with a

median of 12.

Occurrences of specific BPMN elements Table 3 also

presents a list of the BPMN elements ranked based on the

number of occurrences in the analyzed models. The most

used elements in process collaboration models are

sequence flow, normal task, message flow, lane, end event,

and exclusive gateway. Notably, these elements all belong

to the BPMN core set. In choreography models, the most

used elements are choreography participant, sequence flow,

choreography task, and message. The most used elements

in conversation models are conversation links, collapsed

pools, and conversation.

Distribution of BPMN elements over models Table 3

shows the number and the percentage of models including

a given element (note that the percentage is calculated over

the total amount of analyzed models). In the process col-

laboration models, the most used elements are six:

sequence flow, end event, start event, normal task, expan-

ded pool, and lane. We recall that these elements all belong

to the BPMN core set. In the choreography models, the

most used elements are seven: sequence flow, choreogra-

phy task, choreography participant, end event, start event,

message, and exclusive gateway. The most used elements

in the conversation model are conversation link, collapsed

pool, and conversation. Among the elements that are less or

never used, we found: call activities, ad-hoc subprocesses,

and in general, all the elements with compensation, loop,

and multiplicity markers. In particular, the overall results

suggest that typed and marked elements are rarely used

regardless of the model types (e.g., process collaboration,

choreography, conversation). Moreover, for process col-

laboration models, the results reported that six elements,

namely sequence flow 97.40%, end event 81.68%, start

event 78.58%, and normal task 73.21%, and expanded pool

56.78%, and lane 52.12% are present in the majority of the

models (?50%). Concerning choreography models, the

elements that are more present in the models are chore-

ography task 97.05%, choreography participant 96.13%,

sequence flow 95.21%, end event 84.35% and start event

82.32%. Concerning conversation models, the most present

elements are: conversation link (98.28%), collapsed pool

(97.93%), conversation (77.59%).

Variety of BPMN elements over models We calculated

the practical complexity for each BPMN model to measure

the variety of the elements. Figure 9 shows the practical

complexity of process collaboration, choreography, and

conversation. 84.14% of collaboration models have a

practical complexity between 4 and 14 elements. A process

collaboration model is designed using an average of 8

elements. 87.29% of the choreography models have a

practical complexity between 4 and 9 elements. A chore-

ography model is designed using an average of 6.5 dif-

ferent elements. 92.73% of conversation models have a

practical complexity between 3 and 6 elements. A con-

versation model is designed using an average of 3.5 dif-

ferent elements.

4.2 Combined Use of BPMN Elements

Focusing on detecting possible relations between BPMN

elements, we analyzed pairs and then groups of BPMN

elements to find those most frequently used.

Correlation between pairs of BPMN elements With this

analysis, we investigated possible correlations in the usage

of pairs of BPMN elements.21 In Table 4, we report only

the most significant pairs of elements that presented a

positive correlation (q� 0:60). It is worth noting that none

of the pairs presented an inverse correlation. Considering

process collaboration models, the association data input

and the data input exhibit the strongest correlation, with a

coefficient of q ¼ 0:96. Concerning choreography models,

the strongest correlation is obtained by the pair formed by

choreography task and choreography participant

(q ¼ 0:89). In conversation models, the strongest

20 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10l6QBXVEs_

jZ0vQ6o2oQlWyqesHSJqfL, accessed 09 March 2023.

21 Correlation does not refer to BPMN elements that are necessarily

connected but that are both present in a model.
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correlation is obtained by the pair formed by conversation

link and conversation element (q = 0.95).

Combination frequency of BPMN elements After ana-

lyzing the correlation between pairs of BPMN elements,

we focused on combinations of BPMN elements to find

those most frequently used. The combinations are reported

through Venn diagrams. We used dashed lines and colors

to indicate different combinations.

We started by analyzing combinations within the core

notation set that groups elements by families (e.g., exclu-

sive, inclusive, and parallel gateways are grouped under the

family named gateways). Figure 10 report the Venn dia-

gram for the core notation. The most frequent combination

is formed by activities and sequence flows in 93% of the

models. If we add events, the resulting combination occurs

in 91% of the models. The combination that considers

activities, sequence flows, and events is the most frequent,

and we can refer to it as the core combination. Adding

gateways to the core combination results in a combination

that occurs in 66% of models, respectively. If we add pools

and lanes to the core set, the resulting combination appears

respectively in 54% and 48% of the models. Adding

message flows and data objects to the core set results in

combinations that occur respectively in 30% and 13% of

the models.

Fig. 8 Percentage of models by model size
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Regarding the most used combination of elements for

process collaboration, choreography, and conversation, we

report the corresponding results in Fig. 11. The Venn

diagram in Fig. 11a depicts the most used combinations of

elements for process collaboration models. The most fre-

quent combination of elements is formed by activities and

sequence flows, with a percentage of 95% models reporting

such a combination. Adding the end event, the percentage

of models that reports such a combination decreases to

79%. By adding the start event, the resulting combination

is present in 67% of the models. Figure 11b shows the most

used combinations of elements for choreography models.

The most frequent combination of elements comprises

choreography task and sequence flow, present in 94% of

the models. These two types of elements are used in

combination with the start event in 81% of the models.

Adding the end event results in a combination present in

76% of the models. Choreography task, sequence flow,

start event, and end event elements form what we can

consider the core notation for choreography models.

Finally, for the conversation models, the most used com-

binations of elements are reported in Fig. 11c. Most

models (98%) include a pool and a conversation link, while

76% of the models also include the conversation element.

Table 3 Use of BPMN elements

Rank (r) Element (e) Occur. # of Models Prob. Distr. Rank (r) Element (e) Occur. # of Models Prob. Distr.
1 sequence flow 658951 37853 97,40% 1 choreography participant 7112 522 96,13%
2 normal task 262616 28450 73,21% 2 sequence flow 6485 517 95,21%
3 message flow 66820 12340 31,75% 3 choreography task 3418 527 97,05%

%77,768630532egassem4%21,257520251256enal4
5 end event 63414 31744 81,68% 5 exclusive gateway 907 341 62,80%
6 exclusive gateway 56200 15951 41,04% 6 end event 740 458 84,35%
7 expanded pool 46146 22065 56,78% 7 start event 484 447 82,32%
8 start event 42707 30538 78,58% 8 association undirected 376 122 22,47%
9 parallel gateway 35864 10773 27,72% 9 text annotation 294 60 11,05%
10 association undirected 33149 7502 19,30% 10 collapsed subchoreography 209 98 18,05%
11 user task 29 020 8032 20,67% 11 parallel gateway 188 95 17,50%
12 text annotation 28218 7515 19,34% 12 event based gateway 117 79 14,55%
13 association data input 26028 4878 12,55% 13 intermediate catch timer event 101 52 9,58%
14 intermediate catch message event 23466 7996 20,57% 14 expanded subchoreography 48 39 7,18%
15 exclusive gateway (No Marker) 22628 6190 15,93% 15 default flow 46 32 5,89%
16 association data output 20730 5931 15,26% 16 intermediate catch message event 43 16 2,95%
17 data object 19338 5228 13,45% 17 conditional flow 38 9 1,66%
18 start message event 14719 8837 22,74% 18 association unidirectional 35 10 1,84%
19 collapsed subprocess 12 778 4 832 12,43% 19 group 34 10 1,84%
20 intermediate throw message event 12560 4366 11,23% 20 choreography participant multiple 31 18 3,31%
21 conditional flow 12239 2679 6,89% 21 end terminate event 22 14 2,58%
22 data input 11882 3175 8,17% 22 start timer event 21 18 3,31%
23 service task 11571 3833 9,86% 23 intermediate throw link event 21 14 2,58%
24 data output 9749 3477 8,95% 24 intermediate boundary timer event 18 7 1,29%
25 intermediate catch timer event 9419 5891 15,16% 25 choreography task loop 17 11 2,03%
26 call activity 6553 1716 4,42% 26 intermediate catch link event 16 14 2,58%
27 end message event 6400 3657 9,41% 27 intermediate catch signal event 16 8 1,47%
28 send task 6190 1954 5,03% 28 inclusive gateway 15 7 1,29%
29 data store 6116 3026 7,79% 29 intermediate catch multiple event 15 8 1,47%
30 event based gateway 6065 4569 11,76% 30 start conditional event 13 13 2,39%
31 inclusive gateway 5158 2229 5,74% 31 intermediate throw event 12 7 1,29%
32 script task 4 658 2126 5,47% 32 choreography task parallel MI 12 9 1,66%
33 intermediate event 4152 1688 4,34% 33 choreography task sequential mi 8 1 0,18%
34 end terminate event 4088 2729 7,02% 34 intermediate catch conditional event 7 4 0,74%
35 association unidirectional 3992 1630 4,19% 35 intermediate boundary conditional event 7 3 0,55%
36 expanded subprocess 3947 1826 4,70% 36 complex gateway 6 5 0,92%
37 collapsed pool 3864 2591 6,67% 37 collapsed subchoreography parallel MI 5 4 0,74%
38 receive task 3720 1554 4,00% 38 collapsed call subchoreography 3 3 0,55%
39 manual task 3141 1077 2,77% 39 expanded subchoreography parallel MI 3 3 0,55%
40 message 2859 949 2,44% 40 manual task 2 1 0,18%
41 group 2472 1004 2,58% 41 start multiple event 2 2 0,37%
42 intermediate boundary timer event 2351 1474 3,79% 42 intermediate boundary message 2 2 0,37%
43 intermediate catch conditional event 2269 1290 3,32% 43 intermediate boundary cancel event 2 2 0,37%
44 start timer event 2048 1540 3,96% 44 user task 1 1 0,18%
45 default flow 2045 845 2,17% 45 exclusive gateway (No Marker) 1 1 0,18%
46 intermediate boundary error event 1829 1246 3,21% 46 start signal event 1 1 0,18%
47 business rule task 1374 888 2,28% 47 expanded subchoreography sequential MI 1 1 0,18%
48 intermediate boundary message event 1 300 689 1,77%

yhpargoerohC)b(%27,17669011tneveknilworhtetaidemretni94
50 intermediate catch signal event 1072 570 1,47%
51 expanded event subprocess 948 460 1,18% Rank (r) Element (e) Occur. # of Models Prob. Distr.
52 end error event 938 676 1,74% 1 conversation link 2244 285 98,28%
53 start signal event 914 467 1,20% 2 collapsed pool 1346 284 97,93%
54 start conditional event 896 744 1,91% 3 conversation 927 225 77,59%
55 end cancel event 867 597 1,54% 4 message flow 339 50 17,24%
56 intermediate catch link event 849 580 1,49% 5 conversation subprocess 158 113 38,97%
57 intermediate throw signal event 668 390 1,00% 6 text annotation 83 27 9,31%
58 complex gateway 615 421 1,08% 7 group 81 18 6,21%
59 association bidirectional 614 278 0,72% 8 association undirected 58 21 7,24%
60 intermediate boundary compensate event 515 320 0,82% 9 collapsed pool multiplicity 15 9 3,10%

noitasrevnoC)c(noitaroballocssecorP)a(
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4.3 BPMN Syntactic Validation

We investigated BPMN models to obtain information

regarding Syntactic Errors (SE) affecting the design of a

BPMN model. Table 5 overviews the number of syntacti-

cally correct and incorrect models grouped by the model

type.

We found sixteen different errors occurring in the entire

set of analyzed models. Table 6 lists those errors ordered

from the most occurring to the least. The most frequent

errors are raised when an undefined type definition is used

for an element (SE 1) (e.g., an element is not declared in

the BPMN standard schema) and when a mandatory attri-

bute is missing (SE 2) (e.g., a connecting object does not

have associated any target element, targetRef attribute is

missing). Frequent errors in XML validation include

unexpected attribute values outside their schema definition

(SE 3) and duplicated ID values that should be unique (SE

4). Other common errors are the incorrect assignment of

data types to attribute values (SE 5) and missing names-

pace definitions for XML nodes (SE 6).

Table 7 depicts the most common syntactical errors

divided by the model type. Based on the number of models

analyzed, choreography models include the most errors on

average.

Elements and syntactic violations We identified 47 dif-

ferent BPMN elements linked to syntactic errors. The

errors mainly related to BPMN elements are SE2, SE3,

SE5, and SE6. Table 8 reports the elements affected more

frequently by errors. The elements with the highest per-

centage of errors are message flows (3.69%) and associa-

tions (3.42%). They introduce errors mainly related to SE2,

meaning that such connecting objects are often designed

without a source or target element. While the other ele-

ments that are mainly related to errors are data input

(2.30%) and call activities (2.19%), mostly affected by

error SE3, which states that the element definition presents

a value for an attribute is not coherent with the schema

definition. Although a high amount of SE2 and SE3 errors

is related to the sequence flow element, the total amount of

sequence flows is so high that the error distribution is low

(0.83%), the same can be said for tasks and SE3 errors.

Fig. 9 Practical complexity of BPMN models
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Modeling tools and syntactic violations We investigated

possible relations between modeling tools and syntactic

errors. Table 9 reports the errors about the most adopted

modeling tools, highlighting the most significant values.

The set of models designed with jBPM (88.80%), Gen-

MyModel (39.63%), Signavio (26.54%), and Eclipse

(24.10%) are those presenting the highest percentage of

errors. Especially, models designed with jBPM presented

more occurrences of the SE1 error, while those designed

with Signavio and GenMyModel presented more occur-

rences of the SE2 error.

4.4 BPMN Good Modeling Practices Violation

We report the analysis results to check whether the har-

vested models violate good modeling practices. We

investigated possible relations between violating good

modeling practices and using specific BPMN elements or

modeling tools. The modeling practices predicate on dif-

ferent aspects of a model, such as the usage of the BPMN

syntax, the assignment of proper labels to BPMN elements,

the arrangement of BPMN elements, and the model’s

appearance. Table 10 reports evaluated good modeling

practices. The first good modeling practices (G1-G5)

predicate on general aspects of a BPMN model. In par-

ticular, the most violated are G1 and G2, which suggest

avoiding overlapping elements (49.82%) and minimizing

model size (45.36%).

Elements and good modeling practice violations The

rest of the reported good modeling practices (G6-G32)

relate to specific families of BPMN elements: activities,

events, gateways, connecting objects, swimlanes, and

artifacts. Considering activities, it is worth mentioning that

the modeling practice: G6 - Provide activity descriptions is

violated in most models (95.96%). Concerning events, the

most occurring violations are G8 - Labeling start and end

events (58.89%) and G9 - Use start and end events

explicitly (33.09%). Referring to gateways, G15 - Labeling

XOR gateways (46.31%) and G16 - Use explicit gateways

(35.52%). Concerning flows, we discovered a high per-

centage of violations for G22 - Use default flows (51.17%),

and G23 - Use linear sequence flows (22.18%). Concerning

the swimlanes, the most violated modeling practices are

G27 - Labeling lanes (31.07%) and G28 - Use pools con-

sistently (31.07%). Finally, artifacts elements present vio-

lations concerning G31 - Labeling data objects and G32 -

Associate data objects consistently.

Modeling tools and good modeling practices violations

We investigated possible relations between modeling tools

and good modeling practice violations. Table 11 reports the

main relations we discovered, highlighting the most sig-

nificant values. In particular, models designed with Sig-

navio, GenMyModel, and Activiti present more modeling

practice violations than others. The modeling practice G6 -

Provide activity descriptions appears to be the most vio-

lated independently from the modeling tool used, while G3

- Keep a standard format and G4 - Use a consistent process

orientation are not violated by models designed with ProM.

Models designed with ProM, jBPM, and Flowable present

no violations concerning the modeling practice G26 - Use

linear message flows.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of the analysis con-

ducted on the identified models.

Table 4 BPMN elements pairs correlation

Element one Element two q

Process collaboration

Association data input Data input 0.96

Association data output Data output 0.81

Text annotation Association undirected 0.78

Sequence flow Task 0.76

Receive task Send task 0.75

Intermediate throw link event Intermediate catch link event 0.72

End event Start event 0.65

Association data input Data output 0.64

Association data input Association data output 0.63

Data input Data output 0.63

Start event Expanded sub-process 0.61

Data input Association data output 0.61

Expanded pool Lane 0.60

Choreography

Choreography task Sequence flow 0.89

Intermediate catch link event Intermediate throw link event 0.87

Choreography task Choreography participant 0.87

Choreography participant Sequence flow 0.85

Sequence flow Exclusive gateway 0.83

Text annotation Association undirected 0.80

Choreography task Exclusive gateway 0.68

Sequence flow End event 0.61

Conversation

Conversation link Conversation element 0.95

Association undirected Text annotation 0.88

Group Collapsed pool 0.86

Message flow Collapsed pool 0.73

Group Message flow 0.71
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5.1 BPMN Elements (RQ.1)

To answer ‘‘RQ.1 How many and which notation elements

are used to design BPMN models?’’ we analyzed: the

number, the occurrences, the type, the distribution, and the

variety of BPMN elements used.

Concerning the amount of BPMN elements used in a

model, it results that 50.86% of the process collaboration

models are designed with less than 34 elements. Most

choreography models (51.20%) are designed with less than

25 elements. Finally, 55.36% of conversation models are

designed with less than 13 elements. What surprised us was

the presence of extremely small and extremely big models

(i.e., models made of only a few elements or with thou-

sands of elements). Models with a small number of ele-

ments can be regarded as ‘‘testing models’’. Users may

have designed such models while practicing with a mod-

eling tool or while testing BPMN-related tools (many of

them belong to the GitHub collection). Investigating

models with an extremely large amount of elements, we

noticed three types of models: models that are difficult to

visualize but that represent a realistic process22; models

that have been hierarchically structured using sub-pro-

cesses whose elements are stored in the same BPMN

model; spaghetti-like models usually discovered from the

application of process mining techniques.

Concerning the analysis conducted, we investigated the

number of occurrences of each element over the harvested

models to determine which notation elements are actually

used in designing BPMN models. We found that despite the

process collaboration model’s theoretical complexity of

244, 59 elements are never used. Concerning choreography

models, whose theoretical complexity is 91, 45 elements

are never used. Considering conversation models, whose

theoretical complexity is 11, two elements are never used.

Analyzing the distribution of elements, we discovered

some models (2.60%) that did not present any sequence

flow, which is the element used to connect the other BPMN

elements. We looked into those models, for which we

report an example in Fig. 12. We can conclude that they do

not correspond to realistic business process representations;

they might have been used to conduct tests of BPMN tools.

In addition, despite the fact that a business process must

consist of at least one activity (Weske 2019, p. 5) (Dumas

et al. 2018, p. 6), we found 896 models that do not present

one. During our manual analysis, we observed a common

trend in the design of models that focus only on the control

flow structure, as seen in Fig. 13, or those that rely heavily

on events rather than activities, as illustrated by the model

in Fig. 14. Some of those models are reported in scientific

papers to describe approaches making statements only on

process aspects.

Finally, considering the analysis of the variety of ele-

ments used, why some are barely or never used cannot be

determined a priori. It may be because some process con-

cepts are not frequently used in real-world scenarios or

because industrial models are not disclosed to the public.

Designers with different backgrounds and application

domains usually design different BPMN models that may

require different notation elements (e.g., training and aca-

demic models may differ from those used in organizations).

This is worth investigating further, which will require

additional empirical studies and direct contact with BPMN

practitioners and industrial partners. Finally, it is also

worth noting that none of the analyzed BPMN models

Fig. 10 Combinations of

BPMN core elements

22 A model with over three hundred elements available on

RePROSitory: https://pros.unicam.it:4200/guest/modelDetails/24_

1552924500764_425164153152522, accessed 09 March 2023.
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reported elements belonging to different modeling subsets,

meaning no ‘‘combined models’’ were found. None of the

modeling tools used to design the analyzed model can

support the design of combined models.

5.2 Combinations of BPMN Elements (RQ.2)

To answer ‘‘RQ.2 Which BPMN elements are used in

combination?’’ we analyzed the correlation between pairs

of BPMN elements and groups of elements that are fre-

quently used in combination.

Fig. 11 Most popular combinations of BPMN elements by type of model

Table 5 Number of syntactically correct and incorrect models

Models Process collaboration Choreography Conversation

Syntactically correct 29,112 (75%) 306 (56%) 217 (75%)

Syntactically incorrect 9751 (25%) 237 (44%) 72 (25%)
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Concerning correlations between pairs of BPMN ele-

ments, our results show that some elements are highly

correlated when designing BPMN models. The strongest

correlations pairs of elements for process collaboration

models are those related to: data input/output and

association data input/output, which indicate whether an

artifact is an input or output of a process; sequence flow

and task, since both are fundamental elements in the design

of a business process model. Additionally, receive task and

send task are used to cover the process communication

Table 6 Error types extracted

in BPMN models
ID Description # of Errors

SE1 Undefined type definition is used for an element 34;330

SE2 A mandatory attribute is missing in the declaration of an XML node 29;211

SE3 The value of an attribute is different from those it could assume following

the schema definition

8185

SE4 Multiple occurrences of an ID which must be unique 5853

SE5 The namespace definition of an XML node is missing 3534

SE6 Wrong data type of an XML node attribute 3043

SE7 The content of the element does not match the element type definition or pattern 729

SE8 A corresponding attribute ‘‘ID’’ is not present for attribute ‘‘IDREF’’ 492

SE9 A child element is not expected 339

SE10 Missing one or more mandatory child for the XML node 293

SE11 Wrong attribute name in an XML node 201

SE12 Invalid prefix of the namespace 31

SE13 Incomplete informations in choreography elements 30

SE14 The element is not defined in the namespace declared 18

SE15 The value of an attribute is not in the enumerations as is defined in the schema 3

SE16 Element not presented in the defined namespace 1

Table 7 Syntactic errors and

their distribution considering

model type

Model type # of models per errors Analyzed

model

Error

distribution (%)
SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4

Process collaboration 701 6381 605 392 38,863 25

Choreography 0 215 19 19 543 44

Conversation 0 242 3 3 289 25

Table 8 Errors distribution for

BPMN elements
BPMN element Errors by ID # of Elements Error

distribution
SE2 SE3 SE5 SE6

Sequence flow 5512 1816 5 21 658,951 0.83%

Task 0 1093 12 20 262,616 0.42%

Association 2966 121 0 9 84,982 3.42%

Exclusive gateway 0 179 1 2 79,737 0.22%

Message flow 2470 112 0 7 66,820 3.69%

Lane 0 193 2 0 65,215 0.29%

End event 0 172 2 16 63,410 0.29%

Start event 0 192 0 20 42,707 0.49%

User task 0 283 0 27 29,020 1.06%

Data object 0 25 0 0 19,338 0.12%

Data input 0 274 5 0 11,882 2.30%

Service task 0 132 1 10 11,571 1.23%

Call activity 0 143 0 1 6553 2.19%
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Table 9 Syntactic errors and

their distribution considering

modeling tools

Modeling

Tools

Errors by ID Analyzed

models

Error

distribution
SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4

Signavio 0 16,168 1248 1211 22,019 26.54%

GenMyModel 0 7230 3827 3375 7911 39.63%

Activiti 0 3 58 18 2073 2.65%

Camunda 0 5 63 61 1698 2.00%

ProM 0 0 0 0 830 0.00%

jBPM 26,569 33 1141 34 598 88.80%

bpmn-js 0 2 6 1 398 6.28%

Yaoqiang 0 0 12 12 319 3.13%

Eclipse 20 0 75 13 166 24.10%

Flowable 0 0 0 0 52 0.00%

Table 10 Good modeling

practices and their percentage of

violation

Scope ID Modeling practice Violation (%)

General G1 Avoid overlapping elements 49.82

G2 Minimize model size 45.36

G3 Keep a standard format 26.27

G4 Use a consistent process orientation 15.67

G5 Document minor details 5.91

Activities G6 Provide activity descriptions 95.96

G7 Labeling activities consistently 34.40

Events G8 Labeling start and end events 58.89

G9 Use start and end events explicitly 33.09

G10 Labeling message events 24.54

G11 Use end events consistently 22.29

G12 Labeling events 21.05

G13 Use start events consistently 8.51

G14 Restrict usage of terminate end event 5.29

Gateways G15 Labeling XOR gateways 46.31

G16 Use explicit gateways 35.52

G17 Mark exclusive gateways 14.64

G18 Labeling AND gateways consistently 8.58

G19 Minimize inclusive OR gateways 5.08

G20 Labeling converging gateways 4.77

G21 Use meaningful gateways 3.64

Connecting objects G22 Use default flows 51.17

G23 Use linear sequence flows 22.18

G24 Split and join flows consistently 11.73

G25 Use message flows 10.56

G26 Use linear message flows 4.96

Swimlanes G27 Labeling lanes 31.07

G28 Use pools consistently 24.20

G29 Labeling pools 15.81

G30 Use lanes consistently 9.13

Artifacts G31 Labeling data object 5.99

G32 Associate data objects consistently 3.77
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aspects, while the end event and start event allow for the

initiation and completion of the process. For choreography

models, the strongest correlation pair of elements is com-

posed of choreography task and sequence flow. Conver-

sation models’ strongest correlation pair of elements

comprises conversation link and conversation since they

represent the communication between process participants.

No inverse correlation has been found, meaning that

overall there is no clear evidence of alternate use of

elements.

Considering the combination frequency of BPMN ele-

ments, our findings show that BPMN models are designed

around core sets of elements for each type of model that

can be designed with BPMN, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The

core elements in process collaboration models comprise

task, sequence flow, start event, and end event. The core set

for choreography models comprises choreography task,

choreography participant, sequence flow, start event and

end event for the choreography type, and pool. The core set

for conversation models comprises conversation links and

conversation elements for the conversation type.

5.3 Syntactic Violations (RQ.3)

To answer ‘‘RQ3. Which syntactical errors occur more

frequently, and how are they related to BPMN elements

and modeling tools?’’ we analyzed syntactic errors in the

harvested models, as well as their relations with the BPMN

elements and the modeling tools used.

The study we conducted shows that among the analyzed

models, 10,060 are syntactically incorrect. More precisely,

25% of the process collaborations, 44% of the choreogra-

phies, and 25% of the conversations present syntactic

errors. Although choreographies and conversations are

designed less often than process collaborations, they

comprise a considerable amount of errors. Among the

syntactic errors the most frequent error (SE1) occurs when

an element is used but is not defined in the standard BPMN

schema, and the schema where the element is defined is not

present in the standard BPMN schema. The second most

frequent error (SE2) is caused due to an element that, by

definition, must have an attribute associated, but such an

attribute is missing. Figure 15 depicts an incorrect BPMN

model that contains three syntactical errors due to the

absence of the attribute required for linking the sequence

flow element. Listing 1 provides an example where the

Table 11 Percentage of good

modeling practices violations

considering modeling tools

Modeling

tool

Modeling practice Analyzed

models
General Activities Flows

G1 (%) G3 (%) G4 (%) G6 (%) G22 (%) G23 (%) G26 (%)

Signavio 59.09 49.07 17.86 97.63 67.20 26.84 20.32 12,661

GenMyModel 64.41 1.32 0.12 97.97 60.25 0.00 0.76 4327

Activiti 33.57 9.03 26.68 94.81 25.59 38.40 0.15 2005

Camunda 27.66 4.74 6.20 93.98 36.23 8.02 3.47 1645

ProM 99.88 0.00 0.00 100.00 54.10 99.88 0.00 830

bpmn-js 17.52 4.31 4.58 88.68 24.53 4.58 2.70 371

Yaoqiang 15.00 18.33 3.00 72.33 12.00 50.33 6.00 300

Eclipse 11.11 0.79 2.38 88.10 7.14 6.35 0.79 126

jBPM 11.94 2.99 1.49 92.54 4.48 4.48 0.00 67

Flowable 11.76 35.29 9.80 92.16 56.86 23.53 0.00 51

Fig. 12 Process model without sequence flows

Fig. 13 Process model without activities
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‘‘targetRef’’ attribute is absent in the XML node of the

sequence flow. Another frequent error (SE3) occurs when a

different value from those specified in the schema is

assigned to an attribute of an element. In some models, we

also detected many errors related to duplicated ID values

used to identify BPMN elements that should instead be

unique (SE4).

Resulting from our investigation on possible relations

between syntactic errors and BPMN elements used we

found that despite in some cases syntactic errors that vio-

late the BPMN XML schema could be related to BPMN

elements, through the error message that directly refers to

the element, clear relations exist only concerning the use of

connecting objects that happen to be designed without a

proper source or target element. The remaining errors do

not appear strongly related to the element used.

From our investigation on possible relation between

syntactic errors and BPMN modeling tools, we can report

that the modeling tool’s choice clearly impacts the pres-

ence of some syntactic errors. Signavio and GenMymodel

were the most used modeling tools considering the ana-

lyzed models. Models designed with Signavio (26.54%),

GenMyModel (39.63%), jBPM (88.80%), and Eclipse

(24.10%) presented a higher error distribution. Models

designed with jBPM present an extremely high amount of

SE1 errors. Such models are enriched with elements that

Fig. 14 Process model without activities

Fig. 15 Syntactically incorrect model presenting sequence flows without target elements
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are related to the Business Rules Management System

called Drools, which can be integrated into the jBPM

modeling tool, but they are defined in a different schema

(the Drools schema), and when validated only with the

BPMN XML schema they cause syntactic errors. The most

frequent error in models designed with Signavio and

GenMyModel corresponds to the missing mandatory XML

node attributes (SE2). As mentioned, many of those errors

are related to connecting objects that are designed without

properly linking to a source or target element. This is a

design that some modeling tools allow. Other modeling

tools do not allow the design of connecting objects that are

not properly linked to their source and target element,

therefore they present low or close to zero SE2 errors.

Syntactic errors in BPMN models, such as SE3 and SE4,

may occur when users assign attribute values to BPMN

elements using modelers. For example, customized ID

values which do not correspond to valid qualified names

(SE3) or ID values that are already assigned to other ele-

ments (SE4) can cause errors in the model. Referring to

SE4, it is not clear why they are so present in models

designed with Signavio and GenMyModel since the most

recent version of the tools does not allow customized IDs.

This might be related to the previous version of the mod-

elers that supported such behavior. This especially is true

for models designed with the previous version of the

Eclipse modeler that presented a known bug23 fixed in the

most recent versions.

Finally, it is worth noting that most of the latest versions

of BPMN modeling tools do not allow the design of models

with syntactic errors (e.g., not allowing the design of

sequence flows with no source or target). This is the case

for Camunda, bpmn-js, GenMyModel, Activiti, ProM,

jBPM, Yaoqiang, Eclipse, and Flowable. Signavio, on the

other hand, allows to design and save models that contain

syntactic errors warning first the user about such errors.

5.4 Modeling Practices (RQ.4)

To answer ‘‘RQ4 Which good modeling practices are

violated, and how are they related to specific BPMN ele-

ments and modeling tools?’’ we analyzed which good

modeling practices are violated by the harvested models, as

well as their possible relations with the BPMN elements

and the modeling tools used. It is well known that when

followed, the analyzed good modeling practices support the

design of understandable business process models (Corra-

dini et al. 2018a). To guide the discussion, Fig. 16 depicts

a model that presents the main violations of good modeling

practices. We added the IDs of the modeling practices to

the points of the figure that clearly show their violations so

the reader can easily follow the discussion.

Concerning the analysis we conducted on general good

modeling practices, we found that the most violated ones

are those that suggest designing models without overlap-

ping elements (G1) (e.g., the data object over the event),

maintaining the number of elements used under a certain

threshold (G2), keep a standard format without the usage of

personalized colors (G3) (e.g., the task ‘‘Analyze Request’’

depicts a different color).

Several good modeling practices make statements about

specific BPMN elements and our results show that several

of them are often violated. Concerning Activities, it results

that they are rarely accompanied by a description (G6) that

could provide more detail about the activity itself and help

users of that model better understand the process it repre-

sents. In addition, designers often do not assign proper

labels to activities, i.e., unique labels with one verb and one

object (e.g., ‘‘Receive request’’, ‘‘Analyze request’’), but

they use fictitious labels (G7) (e.g., ‘‘Task 1’’) or far too

detailed labels (G7) (e.g., ‘‘Contact service provider

activity for the relevant insurer team’’). In addition,

designers tend to label multiple activities with the same

name, a practice admitted only for Call Activities.

Regarding Events, several models are designed without

explicit start and end events (G9) (e.g., a start event before

the task ‘‘Analyze request’’ is missing), and when they are

represented, they are not properly labeled (G8) (e.g., lack

of the label on the end event).

Modeling practices regarding the usage of Gateways are

also frequently violated. BPMN introduces some ambigu-

ities that can allow for the representation of a concept in

multiple ways. For instance, the splitting and merging of

control flow can be explicitly illustrated by designing

gateways or implicitly represented by connecting multiple

sequence flows to the same element. However, explicitly

reporting gateways can reduce misinterpretations (G16), as

illustrated by the missing merging exclusive gateway

before the task ‘‘Task 1’’. When using an exclusive gate-

way to split a flow, it is important to give it a clear label

(G15), which should be phrased as a question. Addition-

ally, any sequence flows from diverging gateways should

be labeled with their corresponding outcome conditions.

On the other hand, exclusive gateways used to join the flow

do not require a label. Figure 16 shows that the diverging

gateway is only labeled with a generic ‘‘ok’’ label, which is

not recommended. Some editors enable the modeling of

exclusive gateways without markers (G17), such as the one

before the ‘‘Form to CSR send task’’ in the example model.

However, this could confuse the model user, leading to

errors and misunderstandings.

As to Connecting Objects, good modeling practices

suggest explicitly expressing the default flow after

23 https://www.eclipse.org/forums/index.php/t/1024694, accessed 09

March 2023.
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designing exclusive and inclusive gateways (G22), which

is missing in the task ‘‘Form to CSR’’. This default flow

prevents a process from getting stuck at a decision point. In

fact, the default flow will always evaluate as true if all the

other sequence flow conditions are false. In addition,

designing linear sequence flows (G23) and linear message

flows (G26) are frequently violated. In particular, these

modeling practices can be challenging to manage in models

of large size, resulting in distorted and confusing cross-

over flows and complicating model comprehension. We

highlight such violations in Fig. 16, specifically in the

sequence flow following the start event (G23) and in the

message flow originating from the task ‘‘Contact service

provider activity for the relevant insurer team’’(G26).

Referring to Swimlanes, it emerges that they often lack

labeling of their pools (G29) and lanes (G27) elements (as

shown in Fig. 16 concerning the lower pool). The designers

should label lanes and pools to respectively specify the

participants in the process as well as their internal roles

(e.g., manager, associate), systems (e.g., an enterprise

application), or internal departments (e.g., shipping,

finance).

Artifacts in BPMN models are frequently subject to

practice violations, often related to their labeling (G31).

For example, some data object elements lack labels. When

multiple instances of the same data object must be repre-

sented, a matching label followed by the relevant state in

square brackets should be used. This approach ensures that

the changes applied by the activities in the process are

properly represented.

From our investigation on possible relations between

good modeling practices violations and BPMN modeling

tools, we noticed that the choice of the modeling tool has a

clear impact on some violations while it is not related to

others. In particular, we found that models generated by

ProM, a tool that automatically creates BPMN models from

event logs or through format conversions rather than

manual design, often violate modeling practices related to

the visual appearance of the model. These violations

include elements overlapping (G1), the use of linear

Fig. 16 Syntactically valid model presenting good modeling practices violations

Table 12 Related works

characteristics comparison
Work Characteristic Muehlen and Recker Compagnucci et al. Our work

BPMN models version 1.0 2.0 2.0

Number of BPMN models analyzed 126 25;590 54;500

Number of BPMN elements considered 50 85 267

Minimum number of models size 0 8 [ 0

Analysis on different model types 7 7 4
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sequence flow (G23), and the absence of default flow for

exclusive gateways (G22). Nevertheless, models generated

by ProM have the same format and use a consistent process

orientation inline with the corresponding guidelines (G3

and G4). In addition, the modeling practices referring to

message flows (G25 and G26) are not violated since the

models designed with ProM do not present such BPMN

elements.

Models designed with the other modeling tools also

present several overlapping elements (G1). This suggests

that such modeling practice is violated independently of the

adopted tool. Furthermore, models designed using Sig-

navio, Flowable, and Yaoqiang modeling tools violate the

best practice of designing models with standard formats

(G3) because these tools offer customization options for

the appearance of BPMN elements. For instance, users can

change labels’ background color or font, leading to non-

standard visual representations of the elements. Although

no modeling tool enforces the design of horizontal models

(G4), some of them, such as Signavio or Yaoqiang, allow

the user to specify the model orientation so that the model

is designed vertically or horizontally. In contrast, others

such as Camunda, bpmn-js, Activiti, jBPM, and Flowable

allow the design of pools only horizontally, limiting the

possibility for users to design vertical process

collaborations.

We noticed that independently from the modeling tool

and whether it supports the assignment of a description to

an activity or not, the modeling practice that suggests

assigning a description to an activity (G6) is the most

violated. Also, using default flows (G22) is a modeling

practice that is often violated independently of the mod-

eling tool. The modeling practices that suggest using linear

sequence flows (G23) and linear message flows (G26)

present different percentages of violation based on the

modeling tool used. In particular, some modeling tools,

such as Signavio, Activiti, Yaoqiang, and Flowable, show

more violations than others; in fact they do not enforce the

design of linear connecting objects, but allow the user also

to design ‘‘zig-zag flows’’, while others such as Camunda,

bpmn-js, jBPM, and Activiti guide the user in designing

linear flows, but the user can adjust them also in a non-

linear manner adding the number of vertices used to design

the flow. GenMyModel and Eclipse, instead, guide the user

in designing linear flows and prevent the user from adding

multiple vertices to the connecting objects.

6 Related Work

In this section, we compare some research papers in the

literature targeting statistical analyses concerning the usage

of BPMN (zur Muehlen and Recker 2013) and

(Compagnucci et al. 2021). Table 12 presents a summary

of the main characteristics of the studies.

The former study, zur Muehlen and Recker (2013),

analyzed the usage of BPMN considering the first version

of the notation (v1.0). The authors distinguished 50 nota-

tion elements; and analyzed 126 models, excluding non-

sense and duplicate models. Given that the authors focus on

BPMN 1.0, we can only compare our results to process

models since choreography and conversation models have

been introduced in version 2.0.

The study by Compagnucci et al. (2021), despite

focusing on BPMN 2.0, does not perform a fine-grain

analysis considering BPMN elements as we do in this

study. They distinguish just 85 elements against the 267 we

included by looking at all the different markers related to

elements. The authors analyzed a collection of 25,590

models, filtering out models with a size smaller than eight

elements in an attempt to discard toy-example models.

This work focused on BPMN 2.0, analyzing 54,500

models from seven online repositories. We extracted data

for 267 different BPMN elements reaching a high level of

detail in the analysis of the BPMN notation. In addition, we

analyzed the elements of the notation, considering the

different types of models that BPMN 2.0 supports (i.e.,

process collaboration, choreography, and conversation

models).

Table 13 compares the analysis conducted in the dif-

ferent studies. All the studies analyze the use of BPMN

elements and their combinations. Differing from the others,

in our study, we also inspect the syntactic validation of the

BPMN models and their adherence to good modeling

practices, further analyzing possible relations with the

BPMN elements and the modeling tools used.

Referring to the number of BPMN elements used in the

design of a model, zur Muehlen and Recker (2013) did not

provide any data. While Compagnucci et al. (2021) present

a similar trend to ours, the main difference is that they

removed BPMN models with less than eight elements,

which in our case account for more than 13% of the

models. In both the set of models analyzed by Compag-

nucci et al. (2021) and in ours there are some models with

an extremely high number of elements (in the order of

hundreds and of thousands).

Concerning the occurrences and the distribution of

notation elements, it emerges that independently from the

version of BPMN, the repository used, and the filtering

procedure adopted, the elements most frequently used are

the same for all three studies. Such elements are sequence

flow, normal task, message flow, lane, end event, exclusive

gateway, expanded pool, start event, and parallel gateway.

In this study and the study by zur Muehlen and Recker

(2013), many text annotations were detected, which were
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less present in the models analyzed by Compagnucci et al.

(2021).

Concerning the variety of BPMN elements used in a

model our study and also the one by Compagnucci et al.

(2021), highlight that a process collaboration model is

usually designed using a number of different types of

BPMN elements ranging from four to fourteen. In the study

by zur Muehlen and Recker (2013), models appear to be

designed with different types of BPMN elements in a range

between four and twelve. This is interesting since both our

study and the one by Compagnucci et al. (2021) target

models designed with BPMN 2.0 that presents a much

higher theoretical complexity than BPMN 1.0 which was

used to design models analyzed by zur Muehlen and

Recker (2013). So, despite the standard BPMN 2.0

increasing the number of elements that can be used and,

therefore, of concepts that can be represented and modeled,

model designers have difficulties leveraging such an

extensive set of elements.

Concerning BPMN element correlations, zur Muehlen

and Recker (2013) detected that some of these were neg-

ative. However, this may indicate that the analyzed models

are not representative enough. In fact, we cannot find any

reasonable explanation for why a start or an end event

should be used alternatively to an exclusive gateway.

Regarding positive correlations, all three studies confirm

that some notation elements are strongly correlated. For

example, the send task and receive task, as well as the pool

and message flows, are frequently used together to repre-

sent message exchange between two process participants.

Moreover, end and start events are commonly used to

indicate the beginning and end of a process. Finally, throw

events and their related catch events are often combined.

With regard to the combined usage of BPMN elements it

emerges from all the analyzed works that a de-facto core

subset of elements is often used more, which includes: task,

sequence flow, start event, and end event. Then other ele-

ments such as exclusive gateway, parallel gateway, inter-

mediate event, pool, and message flow are combined with

such a subset.

7 Implications

In this section, we report some implications from the

analysis of the results grouped by possible interesting

targets.

Implication for educators BPMN teaching activities

could be better oriented towards focusing first on those

elements and combinations that turn out to be the most

used ones. For instance, the emerged core sets should be

taught first and then introduce to typed and marked ele-

ments later with specifically targeted lectures and examples

(Figl 2017). We suggest educators adopt, during training

activities, a tool that prevents the creation of syntactically

invalid models (i.e., bpmn-js, Camunda) but also intro-

duces other modeling tools that illustrate the major dif-

ferences that users may find. We also suggest educators

focus their activities not only on explaining the usage of the

BPMN notation but also on teaching modeling practices,

such as those reported in literature (Corradini et al. 2018a)

that, if followed, verifiably improve the understandability

Table 13 Related works analyses comparison

Analysis scope Analysis type Muehlen and

Recker

Compagnucci

et al.

Our

work

BPMN elements Number of BPMN elements used 4 4 4

Occurrences of specific BPMN elements 4 4 4

Distribution of of BPMN elements over models 4 4 4

Variety of BPMN elements over models 4 4 4

Combined use of BPMN

elements

Correlation between pairs of BPMN elements 4 4 4

Combination frequency of BPMN elements 4 4 4

BPMN syntactic validation Syntactic errors in BPMN models 7 7 4

BPMN element related syntactic errors 7 7 4

Modeling tools related syntactic errors 7 7 4

BPMN good modeling practices Violation of BPMN good modeling practices 7 7 4

BPMN element related good modeling practices

violations

7 7 4

Modeling tools related good modeling practices

violations

7 7 4

Symbol ‘‘4’’ indicates that this analysis was performed in the study. Symbol ‘‘7’’ indicates that this analysis has not performed in the study
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of the resulting model and may ease its maintainability. In

addition, we suggest BPMN educators adopt an open

repository platform (e.g., RePROSitory) for sharing train-

ing materials within their courses. In particular, BPMN

models accompanied with proper descriptions could help

clarify doubts about notation usage, fostering good mod-

eling practices.

Implication for practitioners We suggest that modeling

practitioners, especially novices, carefully select the mod-

eling tool to use since some of them provide a form of

support that guides the user towards designing syntactically

correct models without allowing them to insert syntactic

errors and also makes it easier to follow good modeling

practices. We also encourage practitioners to adopt the

good practice of sharing BPMN models with metadata that

provide additional information, such as the domain in

which the model has been designed, the domain that it

represents, or the designer’s expertise. This practice of

providing additional information about BPMN models

enables further analysis of the usage of BPMN.

Implication for researchers The research community

could be guided toward finding why some BPMN elements

are rarely or never used. Researchers may try to understand

whether their usage depends on the designer’s familiarity

with the BPMN notation or whether it depends on the

domain of the involved business process. To foster this

kind of study, we encourage the research community to

share BPMN models enriched with metadata that can help

distinguish the origin of the models, the business process

domain represented, and the designer’s background. Other

characteristics of BPMN models, such as workflow patterns

(van der Aalst et al. 2003) and BPMN model metrics

(Recker et al. 2009), could also be investigated.

We would like to stimulate the research community to

try to define a way in order to distinguish realistic business

process models from so-called ‘‘toy-example’’ or ‘‘testing-

models’’. The results of the analysis we conducted suggest

some indicators to spot not realistic business process

models: 1. models without any sequence flow (for process

collaboration and choreography) and models without con-

versation link (for conversation models); 2. process col-

laboration models without any activity, choreography

models without any choreography task, conversation

models without any pool; 3. model size less than two; 4.

model size over three hundred elements; 5. models pre-

senting only one variety of elements.

In addition, modeling practices that predicate on

choreography and conversation models are missing. Fur-

ther investigation may be conducted to define modeling

practices that target choreography and conversation mod-

els, providing tools to automatize their evaluation. Fur-

thermore, the research community could benefit from

establishing collaborations with companies that allowed

them to disclose the investigated BPMN models. To pre-

vent reserved information from being disclosed, models

could undergo a process of anonymization while still pre-

serving the utility for some studies, such as for reasoning

about the kind of elements and modeling practices used in

the industry.

Finally, our results can support the development of

BPMN-based tools that use machine learning techniques.

To provide an example, Antinori et al. (2022) propose

BPMN-Redrawer, a tool for redrawing BPMN models from

images to.bpmn format using supervised machine learning

algorithms for detecting BPMN elements. Our study can

provide valuable input indicating the most probable ele-

ments according to the frequency they are used in,

improving the average precision with which BPMN-

Redrawer recognizes them.

Implication for the standardization bodies The scarce

usage of some BPMN elements could indicate a need for a

better explanation. New releases of the standard and the

documenting materials should include better explanations

and examples for using those elements. Some BPMN ele-

ments, in particular, have attracted the research commu-

nity’s attention and have already been discussed, such as

the case of the ‘‘inclusive gateway’’, also referred to as OR-

Join, (Dumas et al. 2007; Christiansen et al. 2010; Corra-

dini et al. 2022). The BPMN 2.0 specification provides a

rather detailed but informal description of its semantics.

The addition of a formal semantics to the standard,

choosing between the already proposed ones (Dijkman

et al. 2008; Wong and Gibbons 2011; Kossak et al. 2014;

Ye et al. 2008; Corradini et al. 2018b; Houhou et al. 2022),

could be a solution to disambiguate the interpretation of the

standard.

It would be useful to investigate the possible catego-

rization and extension of the BPMN elements based on the

process application domain to be modeled. Some combi-

nations of elements may be more frequently used in

specific domains. For example, Bourr et al. (2021) identi-

fied a subset of elements for designing multi-robot systems,

leveraging the role of the often overlooked timer, condi-

tional, and signal events. As to possible extensions of the

BPMN standard, many research papers have already con-

tributed to introducing additional elements (Braun and

Esswein 2014; Zarour et al. 2020; Onggo et al. 2018;

Compagnucci et al. 2022, 2020; Strutzenberger et al.

2021). It would be interesting to study and define a stan-

dardization for such BPMN extensions so that the com-

munity can refer to the same extended notation when

modeling specific domains.
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8 Limitations

This section highlights the limitations of this study, refer-

ring to the quality of the models (i.e., unrealistic models,

missing information), the modeling editor used (i.e.,

missing notation elements), and the tools used for the

analyses (i.e., incompatibility with different types of

models).

Some of the considered models show questionable

characteristics, such as the absence of activities, the

absence of sequence flow, and an extremely low or high

number of elements. This may negatively impact results,

especially when the number of models is limited. However,

since our study covered many models, such characteristics

do not affect our results. In addition, we recognize that

BPMN models can present custom elements derived from

an extension of the standard. We investigated the BPMN

tag ‘‘\bpmn : extensionElements[ ’’ (or

‘‘\extensionElements[ ’’) present in the analyzed mod-

els, and no additional graphical element was detected. The

majority of the identified extensions were related to addi-

tional metadata associated with already available BPMN

elements, such as those referring to the coloring of an

element.24 Other metadata relate to tools that can be inte-

grated with BPMN, such as the rule engine Drools.25 It is

also worth noting that 3550 models were lacking the ex-

porter and the targetNamespace attributes in their XML

file. For this reason, we could not derive any information

about the editor used and therefore these were classified as

undefined. The analyzed models were harvested from dif-

ferent sources and did not possess descriptive metadata.

Therefore, another limitation of our study is that the

analyses were performed on the entire collection regardless

of the model’s domain and the designer’s background. This

could affect the applicability of our findings in specific

domains. Considering the different levels of support mod-

eling tools provide for BPMN, the usage of some tools

instead of others may, in some cases, impact the notation

elements at the disposal of model designers. Therefore,

BPMN models created using specific modeling tools may

have an impact on the results of the analysis. We investi-

gated this aspect, and the only differences that we found

can be traced back to Camunda, bpmn-js and chor-js that

do not provide the possibility to design some specific ele-

ments: exclusive gateways without markers, data input and

data output, multiple events, parallel multiple events,

parallel event-based gateway, and exclusive event based

gateway.

Finally, another limitation of our study, relates to eval-

uating good modeling practices, something that we did

only with process collaboration models due to the lack of a

proper definition and supporting tool for modeling prac-

tices over choreography and conversation models.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the use of the BPMN notation

for the design of process collaboration, choreography, and

conversation models. To achieve this objective, we defined

four research questions that we answered by analyzing a

collection of 54,500 models. The study relies on the

functionalities of the BPMN Inspector and BPMN Val-

idator that we developed to this purpose. In addition, we

used the BEBoP tool, which was already available. In

particular, our study emphasizes the difference between the

theoretical complexity of the BPMN notation (i.e., the total

number of elements in the modeling notation) and the

practical complexity (i.e., the number of different types of

elements that are used for the design of BPMN models).

Considering the combined use of elements, we noticed that

some elements are highly correlated, while no inverse

correlation was detected. We also observed that BPMN

models (independently of their type) are designed using a

small subset of the notation elements. We explored the

model’s syntactic errors and their relations to the modeling

tools and the elements used for designing such models. It

emerged that most syntactic errors are related to connecting

objects which had been designed with a missing source or

target element. Our study shows that the choice of a

specific BPMN modeling tool can help designers avoid

syntactic errors and influence adherence to certain good

modeling practices, especially those referring to the

appearance of the model. On the other hand, the violation

of good modeling practices related to specific families of

elements (i.e., gateways, activities) is not directly related to

the choice of the editor used. We also compared our study

with related works, highlighting differences and similari-

ties. Finally, we formulated some suggestions directed at

educators, practitioners, researchers, and standardization

bodies. In conclusion, despite the results of our study

highlighting that some subsets of the BPMN notation are

predominant, this does not mean that the elements outside

such subsets are to be disregarded. Indeed, in some specific

domains, all the elements of the BPMN notation may find

their applicability.
24 The tags \extensionElements[ \signavio :
signavioMetaDatametaKey ¼ }bgcolor}metaValue ¼ }#ffffff}=
[\=extensionElements[ , are used in Signavio to specify the

background color of an element.
25 https://www.drools.org, accessed 09 March 2023.
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